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Summary

The United-States Justic~bep,artmelkis hOldinga'''listeriing.session''.on crime in Indian
Country, bdt cNi! society,IsnolhlVited to participate. "Civil society" includes national and
local Indian advocacy prbgrams and organizations such'as Amnesty International, a human
rights advocate-that li£s{aken strong positions that are bei~gignored;TheAttorney General
is excludillgciyilsociety from important policy deliberations, and Justice Department
proposalsonth~issue ~fcrime and-Indians repeat a fundament(lfpolicyerror that has ignored
basic hurrianrigrts sincethe-late 19t~century, . '" .,

There are presently calls for Pr.esiaeniObama to-underscore his relationship with the Native
nationsoftlfe United States by ~~~p{ing the Decl~ratid~ on the Rights ofIn{iig~~o~s Peoples
that was adopted by the General Assembly of the 'United Nations. This position statement
reaffirms that ;call and points to universal rights ~sthe .foundation of successful policy.

7 ~ft" ~i . ". ';~ Y ,;;. q"

The National Indian ~o'~t~:C;~lmdlasked for ~'seat ~tthe i~blein Minneapolis, but It does
not seem that one.wjUbe available f6r it or any other.represeotarrve of civil society. Instead,
the NIYC submifs~ pbsiti6ppa:perth~b<tentin~s shortcoming§;in:AIDerican policyoIi crime
inIndian Country, shows 'why domestic 'poli6y'haS'consistently{allen short of addressing
systemic discrimination against Indians and Nativ~ women, and ~hy the United St~tes must
make, a genuine commitment to th~;seG}lrityofali Indians.antl Native Peoples.from crime.
Reinforcing federal controlofjhe problem is nohhe answer. Community prosecution and
makingresources available to 10~aHtie·sis. '

Introduction

The United States Supreme Courtruled that the States, territories arid Federal Government have
no jurisdiction to punish Indian-o'ii-rrldiaii QrimejIl Indian Country! in December of 1883. The
congressional response, in March of 1885, was to make certain offenses in Indian Country federal
crimes, as defined by State felony law, but prosecuted in federal court. Given pervasive and

! We prefer to capitalize the "C" in Indian Country because it is both a term of art and a
word of the heart.
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persistent racism against American Indians in the United States, neither the central government nor
the States have effectively addressed the victimization of Indians by crime-whether committed by
other Indians or by non-Indians, or whether committed within or outside Indian Country. Serious
crime is not prosecuted in Indian Country unless a given victimization hits the newspapers, top of
the fold. States frequently prosecute traffic offenses and property crimes committed by Indians
(sometimes using selective arrest and prosecution), but generally ignore violent and race-based
crimes against Indians.

The U.S. Justice Department touts its statistics on crime in Indian Country, telling tales of horror
while doing nothing effective to deal with the situations it reports (such as crimes against Indian
women, horrible jail conditions or a lack of jails), and glosses over the fact there are problems with
its statistical data base. The Justice Department has never done anything effective to develop data
bases in Indian Country to adequately and accurately assess crimes committed there. While the
Department picks up on non- Indian-on- Indian victimization rates from State sources that show rates
that far exceed those for other races or ethnicities, it does not report the fact that many of those
offenses occur in places outside but near Indian Country or in non- Indian communities within Indian
Country. The victimization of Indians is not something that is restricted to Indian Country, and given
the composition of populations in many Indian nations (i.e. limited non-Indian populations), the
statistics point to crimes that disproportionately target Indians as victims.

Why are there such high rates of non-Indian-on- Indian crime? Why are the rates of sexual and other
violent assaults on Native women so high? While the Justice Department raised the likelihood of
hate crime in its statistical descriptions of crime against Indians, it has not followed through. More
recently, energy development in the West, and community advocacy against exploitative energy
development, are prompting both organized and spontaneous hate crimes against Natives who turn
out to fight exploitation. The Justice Department allowed the Civil Rights Division to become
moribund in recent decades, and it must be revived to effectively address hate crimes and selective
prosecution of Peoples of Color.

More recently, Amnesty International and others have used that data, flawed as it is, to document the
fact that American Indian and Alaska Native women, "Native women" (a term used here,
recognizing that many such women are excluded from any protection for them as such);' to establish
the fact that there is systemic discrimination against Native women, they are victimized by violent
crime (particularly sex offenses) at excessive rates, and all governments-federal, State and
tribal-tolerate discrimination against Native women in failing to protect them, offer them adequate
remedies, and encourage future victimization by refusing to take adequate steps to prevent and
prosecute such crimes.

2 Indigenous peoples of the United States are usually limited to American Indians and
Alaska Natives, but the reality is that there are other groups that are "indigenous" to North
America and U.S. possessions. We use "native" to include them, and to particularly include all
women who are abused.
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The National Indian Youth Council takes positions on the issue of the victimization of Native
women for the Listening Conference because there is pervasive discrimination against them based
on gender, race and national origins, and because the United States refuses to acknowledge that such
discrimination is in fact a violation of international human rights law. The United Nations
Committee for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination made findings that show that the United
States is in violation of its international human rights obligations to Native women and offered
meaningful suggestions on what to do about that. The United States ignores those recommendations,
and refuses to acknowledge its international human rights obligations to Indigenous peoples.

Accordingly, the National Indian Youth Council raises the issue of the victimization of Native
women, both within and near Indian Country, and calls upon the Attorney General of the United
States, as its chieflegal officer, to direct effective action in response to need. What was done in the
past no longer works-we have a failed model-and it is time to address a fundamental error in
crime policy that did not serve Indian Country when it began, and it does not serve Indian Country's
justice needs today.

The Situation and Its Sources

Criminal jurisdiction over Indians has always been a zero-sum turf game that does not deal with the
problem of crime. The Bureau of Indian Affairs hatched the idea to prosecute Crow Dog for the
murder of Spotted Tail, using the treaty "bad men" language that subjected Indians to outside law.
The plan was to subject Indians to State and territorial law and prosecution. The United States
Supreme Court did not affirm that plan, but instead chose to follow the usual canon offederal Indian
policy that internal Indian affairs are solely the responsibility of Indians themselves.

The Congressional response in the Major Crimes Act of 1885 likely evidences usual congressional
venality and deception of the public. While the prosecution of crime in Indian Country should not
have been a State responsibility (particularly given the greed and more open racism ofthe time), the
model Congress chose was particularly cynical. If crime in Indian Country is a federal matter then
the option was to put it in the hands of a political body under the effective control of the States.
United States attorneys are politically-appointed by the President and normally nominated by State
senators to reward party faithful and special interest hangers-on. They respond to State interests for
the most part. They are not community prosecutors, but politicos who function out of capitols and
metropolitan areas. The federal government does not have general criminal subject matter
jurisdiction,' so federal prosecutions often follow the fad of the day, such as national security or
immigration violations. (Past press releases from U.S. Attorney offices show the patterns.) Indian
Country crime was never a prosecution priority. The intense racism of the time was based on false
stereotypes, such as ones about Indian women as drudges who were "cruel brutes as a result oftheir
husbands' mistreatment" and "'savage women' who were 'as insolent as the men were cruel" (to
quote an historian who reviewed the record). Indian men were depicted "as blood-thirsty savages

3 Criminal law is generally the sole competence of the States, under our system of
federalism.
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devoted to treating women cruelly," but "While traditional Indian men seldom did any such thing -
and in fact among most tribes abuse of women was simply unthinkable, as was abuse of children or
the aged - the lie about 'usual' male Indian behavior seems to have taken root and now bears its
brutal and bitter fruit" (according Paul Gunn Allen, an Indian poet, literary critic, activist and
novelist). Put another way, political appointee United States attorneys didn't much care about crime
in Indian Country, unless it made the headlines, and they still don't. Indian crime doesn't promote
careers and it isn't glamorous.

There was an important default Indian affairs policy that prevailed. There have been at least three
major national investigations of crime policy in Indian Country: The first was the assessment of The
Problem of Indian Administration or "Meriam Report" that was submitted to the Secretary of the
Interior on February 21, 1928. It looked at crime in Indian Country and gave a general report under
the heading that "The Indians Not Generally Lawless." "As a general statement it maybe said that
the Indians are peaceable, tractable individuals, not inclined to commit serious crimes." The major
problem was customary notions of "Indian ideals and customs of family life" (i.e. marriage and
divorce not regulated by the state and polygamy) and "the laxity of morals," but of course
educational efforts would address them-the Courts of Indian Offenses and selectively putting Indian
domestic relations under State jurisdiction. While the use of intoxicants and gambling were
identified as problems, they were considered to be too minor to address. The Meriam Report found
no need to tinker with the current arrangement for dealing with crime in Indian Country, and instead
largely endorsed the system of Indian police and judges that was in place at the time.

The next major review of Indian policy was done by the American Indian Policy Review
Commission (reporting in May of 1977), with the responsibility (according to the report transmittal
letter) "to conduct a comprehensive review ofthe historical and legal developments underlying the
Indians' relationship with the Federal Government and to determine the nature and scope of
necessary revisions in the formulation of policy and programs for the benefit of Indians." The
Commission operated in the post-war environment of recovery from the temptation to terminate
Indian nations and the new "self-determination era" begun by President Nixon in 1970. It was a
political body that overlooked crime in Indian Country, endorsed tribal responsibility for identified
social problems, and did little to assure that when the Great White Father surrendered control of
Indian programs, Indian government would have adequate resources to function. Off-reservation
"urban Indians" were not a major problem at the time, and War on Poverty programs gave them
some space. Plus ca change, plus c 'est la meme chose-the more things change, the more they
remain the same.

The Arizona Republic ran a series of sensational stories about scandals in Indian Country in the late
1980s and Congress responded by transforming the Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs into
the "Special Committee on Investigations" to look into them. The product was a November 20, 1989
report, with recommendations. It was hard-hitting! (while being ineffective).

The Committee was asked to "uncover fraud, corruption and mismanagement in American Indian
affairs, no matter where or to whom it led. " Over and above that, the Committee was "led to ask a
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larger question: Why is this pattern of abuse endemic?" The answer? "Because Congress has never
fully rejected the paternalism of the 19th century, the U.S. government maintains a stifling
bureaucratic presence in Indian country, and fails to deal with tribal governments as responsible
partners in our federalist system." There were a number of problems, but "Most significant, by
constructing a double layer of ties, Congress has created a political no-man's land, where
responsibility fluidly shifts from one entity to another." The solution? The Committee had an
overall game plan:

The empowerment of tribal self-governance through formal, voluntary agreements
must rest on mutual acceptance of four indispensable conditions:

1. The federal government must relinquish its current paternalistic controls over
tribal affairs, in turn, the tribes must assume the full responsibilities of self-government;

2. Federal assets and annual appropriations must be transferred in toto to the tribes;
3. Formal agreements must be negotiated by tribal governments with written

constitutions that have been democratically approved by each tribe; and
4. Tribal governmental officials must be held fully accountable to fundamental

federal laws against corruption.

The Committee made findings that addressed six areas of concern: (1) economic development and
Indian preference contracting; (2) child sexual abuse in federal schools; (3) American Indian natural
resources; (4) the Indian Health Service; and (5) Indian housing; and (6) corruption among tribal
governmental officials.

The issue that was most relevant to this discussion was child sexual abuse. Findings of widespread
abuse led to several bureaucratic controls (such as criminal background checks, largely ignored by
the Bureau of Indian Affairs for a long time) and efforts to find and prosecute child molesters and
rapists (leading to selective prosecutions and a focus away from violent crime). There was no real
change in the arrangement whereby politically-appointed United States attorneys hold primary
responsibility for the prosecution of crime in Indian Country, Indian nations are denied the resources
to effectively deal with crime, and crime against Indians in the off- and near-reservation boarder
towns and regional metropolitan areas is ignored.

The next policy initiative on crime was instituted under the Clinton Administration, and the first
"Listening Conference" was held in Albuquerque, New Mexico in 1994. It was largely cosmetic,
and the showpiece of the Clinton Administration was the Indian Tribal Justice Act of 1993 and
associated legislation to provide more policing resources to Indian Country. The Justice Department
created new Indian subject matter programs and offices, but program authorization legislation
promoted under President Clinton was not funded, and one of the hallmarks of Clinton indigenous
policy was a policy issued by the Clinton National Security Council on January 18, 2001 (shortly
before the president left office) that ensures that the United States will not endorse, but oppose,
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international human rights for Indigenous Peoples." That means that the United States will not, as
a matter of policy, deal with the criminal victimization of American Indians in general, and Native
women in particular, and how to address those problems as violations of international human rights.

The United States is good about documenting the issue of specific violations of human rights, and
aside from the reports mentioned above, there have other calls for action that have been generally
ignored. We recently lost Senator Edward M. Kennedy but remember that he took a leadership
position to address education as the chair ofthe Senate Special Committee on Indian Education, that
issued a landmark report on that subject in 1969. There was a time when the United States
Commission on Civil Rights supported cutting-edge State advisory committee reports that
pinpointed flashpoints in Indian-State relations that dealt with crime and civil rights. The warnings
have always been there-we are good in identifying shortcomings but poor in execution of solutions
to such problems.

The Congress of the United States made a policy decision to relegate the federal responsibility to
deal with crime in Indian country to political appointees. Despite reviews of Indian policy that
purported to be comprehensive, including special focus on crime policy under the Clinton
Administration, the situation remains the same as in 1885. There has been a lot oflip service to local
control and crime, and more recent initiatives add nothing material or new.

Amnesty International

Amnesty International, a global civil society human rights advocate, issued a comprehensive report
on the failure of the United States to protect Indigenous women from sexual violence in 2007, Maze
of injustice: The failure to protect Indigenous women from sexual violence. It clearly identifies the
core problem to be systemic discrimination against Native women because of their identities as
indigenous women: "When a state fails to act with sufficient diligence in responding to sexual
violence against women - by using the criminal justice system and providing reparation - this
often violates women's right to equality before the law." The report specifically identifies the
"failure at a federal level to pursue cases of sexual violence against Indigenous women," and
pinpoints the failure to exercise prosecutorial discretion in prosecutions and the decisions of
prosecutors "not to prosecute [that are] rarely reviewed."

The report's recommendations on how to address the problem are clear, and they require the United
States to "ensure that prosecution and judicial practices deliver justice." Some recommendations
are controversial (if necessary) from the conventional point of view:

• Use Congressional power to overrule the rule of Oliphant v. Suquamish that Indian

4 United States National Security Council, Position on Indigenous Peoples, January 18,
2001. It was adopted shortly before President Bill Clinton left office. One member of the
National Security Council, that adopted the policy, is now the United States ambassador to the
United Nations.
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nations do not have criminal jurisdiction over all offenders;

• Amend the Indian Civil Rights Act to authorize penalties that are proportionate to
offenses;

• Ensure that national judicial systems take account ofthe human rights of Indigenous
peoples, Indigenous women in particular, and recognize traditional indigenous
processes;

• Prosecute reported crime; and

• Adequately fund tribal courts and legal systems to allow them to meet international
human rights standards, including rights to a remedy, non-discrimination, fair trials
and honoring cultural and social norms of Indigenous peoples.

The primary focus of the Amnesty report was on sexual offenses, and future efforts should more
adequately address domestic violence. The report addresses shortcomings in State efforts while
recognizing the problem, and the situations in on-reservation urban areas, near-reservation border
towns, and regional urban areas with significant Indigenous populations must be addressed.

United Nations Attention to the Amnesty Report

The United States is a signatory to the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Racial Discrimination and it has ratified that international treaty. The United States is required to
give periodic reports on compliance with the Convention to the United Nations Committee on the
Elimination of Racial Discrimination, and when its failure to report was brought to its attention, the
United States filed combined fourth, fifth and sixth periodic reports to the Commission.

The Commission assigns a member to review country reports and work with the reporting state. The
individual assigned to the United States' report was a Greek law professor who taught law at a law
school in Philadelphia, and he drew attention to the Committee's statements on "gender-related
dimensions of racial discrimination" as the basis for a request for the United States to "provide
detailed information on the measures adopted by the State party to prevent and punish violence and
abuse against women belonging to racial, ethnic or national minorities, with particular regard to
Native American and Alaska Native American women, migrant workers and domestic workers."

The United States presented the reports to the Committee on February 21-22, 2008, and the
Committee examination of the issue of discrimination by tolerating violence against Native
American and Alaska Native American women led to a finding "that the alleged insufficient will of
federal and state authorities to take action with regard to such violence and abuse often deprives
victims belonging to racial, ethnic and national minorities, and in particular Native American
women, of their right to access to justice and the right to obtain adequate reparation or satisfaction
for damages suffered" (citing relevant provisions of the treaty). Having found that neither federal
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nor state authorities seem to have the will to honor the international human right of Native women
to protection and the vindication of their rights-

The Committee recommends that the State party increase its efforts to prevent and punish
violence and abuse against women belonging to racial, ethnic and national minorities, inter
alia, by:

(i) Setting up and adequately funding prevention and early assistance centres,
counseling services and temporary shelters;

(ii) Providing specific training for those working within the criminal justice
system, including police officers, lawyers, prosecutors and judges, and
medical personnel;

(iii) Undertaking information campaigns to raise awareness among women
belonging to racial, ethnic and national minorities, and in particular Native
American women, are independently, promptly and thoroughly investigated,
and that perpetrators are prosecuted and appropriately punished.

(iv) Ensuring that reports ofrape and sexual violence against women belonging
to racial, ethnic and national minorities, and in particular Native American
women, are independently, promptly and thoroughly investigated, and that
perpetrators are prosecuted and appropriately punished.

The Committee requests the State party to include information on the results of these
measures and on the number of victims, perpetrators, convictions, and the types of sanctions
imposed, in its next periodic report. 5

The Committee issued its "concluding observations" on the United States reports on May 8, 2008
and the question is what efforts, if any, the United States has made to honor the recommendations
ofthe United Nation committee with jurisdiction to inquire into United States compliance with anti-
discrimination measures.

The Senate Committee on Indian Affairs

The Constitution ofthe United States requires central government supremacy in Indian affairs policy,
and the United States Congress is the branch of American government that has the sole authority to
frame legislation for Indian affairs. A great deal of Indian affairs policy is developed in the Senate

5 We note that in United States international indigenous rights practice, the Office of
Tribal Justice of the U.S. Justice Department provides such information. What efforts are the
Office taking to collect such data to respond to the recommendation of the United Nations
Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination?
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Committee on Indian Affairs. Accordingly, it is fair to ask what that committee has done to address
the issue of sexual and other violence against Indigenous women in the United States since the
issuance of the Amnesty International Report in 2007 and since the findings and recommendations
of the United Nations Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination on May 8,2008.

The American term of art for dealing with crime in "Indian Country," the statutory term for lands
and areas under the control of Indians, is "law and order."? The U.S. Congress enacts periodic
legislation to assure "law and order" for Indians, there have been efforts to adopt comprehensive
legislation on the subject in recent times.

The Committee on Indian Affairs held a field hearing on "Law and Order in Indian Country" at the
Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian Community near Scottsdale, Arizona on March 17,2009. The
hearing anticipated the proposed Tribal Law and Order Act of 2008 (filed July 23, 2008). The
Navajo Nation presented written and oral testimony, based on police statistics, that showed that the
largest Indian nation in the United States has severe crime problems, and limited resources, and the
Navajo Nation's position was that it was competent to deal with crime, but needed the resources to
do the job. Similarly, President Diane Enos, the President of the Salt River Pima-Maricopa Indian
Community (who is also a lawyer), pointed to severe crime problems. Her community is adjacent
to large cities in the Phoenix area, so she presented statistics oflarge numbers of non-Indian arrests.
She related that her statistics show a crime arising from domestic violence every 19 hours, and a
crime against a child involving abuse, neglect, or molestation every 71 hours. She was clear in her
recommendation to the Committee that it should approve tribal criminal jurisdiction over non- Indian
offenders. She also squarely addressed the need to deal with non-Indian offenders to get at domestic
violence in Indian Country.

The U. S. Justice Department position was presented by the Hon. Diane Humetewa, the U. S. Attorney
for the District of Arizona. She is a member of the Hopi Tribe, and the reason for her selection to
present the Justice Department position to the Committee on Indian Affairs is obvious. She squarely
addressed two issues related to the debate over new law and order legislation-the problem of
federal prosecutors exercising prosecutorial discretion in favor of declining prosecution when a
federal crime is reported ("declination"), and rumors that the Committee might consider the
extension or recognition oftribal criminal jurisdiction over non- Indians. The thrust of her testimony
on declination was that Congress should not attempt to regulate prosecutorial discretion or require
reporting on declination decisions that is too rigorous. Later public discussions by some United
States attorneys echoed her position. The second issue she addressed was criminal jurisdiction over
non- Indians. She said that a concrete proposal was not on the table, so the Justice Department could
not comment, but she freely offered speculation that such an extension would be unconstitutional
because non-Indian alleged offenders could not get a jury of their peers, appointed counsel if they
were indigent, and they could not vote in tribal elections.

6 No one seems to have noticed, over the years, that "law and order" is in fact a racist
term, because it presupposes an outside force compelling Indian compliance-with non-Indian
law to maintain Indian order.
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Ms. Humetewa did not mention, nor did the Committee (chaired for the hearing by a lawyer)
question her on it, but the United States Supreme Court rejected a similar claim of
unconstitutionality raised by a nonmember Indian who was prosecuted by a tribe where he was not
a member almost four years earlier.' The basic canon of American Indian law, most often used
against Indian nations, is that Congress is supreme arbitrator of Indian policy. Given that, it does
have the power to subject non-Indians to Indian nation criminal jurisdiction to address this issue;
among other things. Congress has the authority to deal with discrimination against Native women
and it cannot give the excuse it does not have the power.

The U.S. Justice Department position at the field hearing essentially was that things were fine as they
were and that while some fine-tuning of the current policy would be in order, no major adjustments
were called for. The Senate Committee on Indian Affairs does not open its hearings for general
public discussion. It chooses who will testify on "panels" of presentation issues, and there is no
procedure for notifying the public of hearing issues or receiving public input. There was no mention
ofthe issue of sexual insults and traumas to Native women or the call ofthe United Nations to take
effective action on it, or any need for the United States to comply with international human rights
standards.

The Salt River hearing was only a "field hearing" without full committee participation, and a
hearing before the full Senate Indian Affairs Committee was held on June 19,2008. The Bureau of
Indian Affairs hired a contractor to survey and study jails and make recommendations to correct
shortcomings in the jail system. The Committee got the plan the day before the hearing. The actual
hearing produced few concrete results, and there was no discussion of how to address violence and
sex offenses against Native women or recognizing the extension of criminal jurisdiction over non-
Indians. The Committee held other hearings on the prosecutorial decision to decline prosecution,
and what to do about the fact that United States attorney accept few cases for federal prosecution,
and the capabilities of tribal courts. Despite resounding statements by Senator Byron Dorgan, the
committee chair, on the need for law and order legislation, Senate Bill 3320 and the Tribal Law and
Order Act of 2008 died when Congress went out of session without action on it.

There is a new measure, Senate Bill 797, the Tribal Law and Order Act of 2009, and the Senate
Committee on Indian Affairs held hearings on it on June 25, 2009-the 133rd anniversary of the
Custer Battle in Montana. Tom Perrelli, the Justice Department's Associate Attorney General, and
the Honorable Larry J. Echo Hawk, the head of the Bureau of Indian Affairs and a former State
attorney general and law professor, gave very general testimony in support of the bill. One would
think from Mr. Perrelli's testimony that there is no justice crisis in Indian Country, and from Mr.
Echo Hawk's that the Bureau of Indian Affairs has everything in hand. The tribal court position,
offered by a judge from California, was to the effect that the California tribal courts should be
strengthened as part of a national law and order push. The invited panelists said what the Committee
wanted to hear, and issues of violence against women, how to deal with non-Indian offenders, and
how to change the prevailing paradigm of the federal failure to provide justice in Indian Country

7 United States v. Lara, 541 U.S. 193 (April 19, 2004).
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were not on the table.

The Senate Committee on Indian Affairs has approved the Tribal Law and Order Act of 2009 for
action on the floor ofthe Senate, and the US. Justice Department is calling for Indian nation input
after the fact in a "Listening Conference" like the one under the Clinton Administration. The Justice
Department invitation does not make room for the victim voice, Indian Country civil society, or
Indian non-governmental organizations.

An International Human Rights Perspective

Why do Indigenous peoples insist on the United Nations as the appropriate forum for their
grievances against states, and why do they support international human rights law? International
human rights law discourse is essentially human and it responds well to indigenous thinking. The
National Indian Youth Council, as a national Indian civil society and advocacy organization and as
anon-governmental organization recognized by the United Nations,joins Amnesty International and
other international human rights advocates in using international human rights law on this position.

The Council agrees with the recommendation the United Nations Committee for the Elimination of
Racial Discrimination gave to the United States, both in its recommendations on the US. compliance
report and in oral proceedings in Geneva, that the United States should utilize the Declaration on the
Rights of Indigenous Peoples as at least "guidelines" for action. The Council takes the position that
certain provisions of the Declaration are already binding on the United States as international
customary law.

One ofthem, already an element of US. policy, is that Indians have the right to self-determination.
We believe that all American Indians have both individual and collective rights to "freely determine
their political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development," as is
guaranteed in Article 3 of the Declaration. We assert that all American Indians have personal
sovereignty and strength as indigenous individuals. We can advocate and negotiate rights using our
collective sovereignty.

We have the right to enjoy, without discrimination, education, employment, vocational training and
retraining, housing, sanitation, health and social security, as is guaranteed by Article 21 of the
Declaration.

We have the particularly right, as an element of health and social security, to be secure in our persons
and property-both within and outside Indian Country. Native women have the particular right to
enjoy that security, and to be free of discrimination by organs of the state-federal, State or tribal-
when looking to the state for protection.

Amnesty International confirms our assessment that the base problem is historical and systemic
discrimination against Native women. That is the problem, and it requires a new paradigm. Not the
paternalistic policies the Special Committee on Investigations disclosed in 1989-and it was right
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that they persist. Its report made no change in that.

Towards a New Paradigm-Options

We will not make recommendations to the Listening Conference or the Justice Department.
Recommendations are ignored. We will outline options for the future:

l. Recognize the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.

The United States continues to take an obstructionist position on the international human rights of
Indigenous peoples, as established in the Clinton Administration. Given international recognition
on a shift in United States attitudes toward international relations by the Nobel Prize Committee, the
United States should openly endorse the international human rights of Indigenous peoples.

2. Address the Historical Thrust of Crime Against Indians.

There is a significant off- and near-reservation component to crimes against Indians that has not been
clearly stated, and the fact that Native women are victimized at rates that are highly disproportionate,
when compared with women of other groups, points to the essential problem of discrimination
against Native women. That must be addressed.

3. Restate the Foundations for Crime Policies for Indians.

There are two components: The first is supporting the ability of Indian nations to effectively address
crime by:

• Restoring the power of Indian nations to punish non-Indian offenders (as it
historically existed and as it is recognized in many treaties);

• Providing that Indian nation justice systems can provide complete remedies and
justice, in accordance with international human rights standards;

• Honoring the trust obligation to assure justice in Indian Country by making resources
that are comparable with State resources, available to deal with Indian Country Crime
in Indian Country.

The second is recognizing that the United States has not reconciled the breakup of Indian Country
with the needs of Indians outside Indian Country. They have an international human right to enjoy
social and material benefits, without discrimination, and to have their needs addressed.

Current proposals focus on federal prosecutorial discretion, but they fail to identify the fact that it
is local prosecutorial discretion that matters. Prosecutorial discretion is an important decision that
should include the voices of victims, effective civil society inclusion, and local decision-making.
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There should be no federal prosecution in Indian Country without the exercise of significant local
prosecutorial discretion, and on-reservation urban area prosecutors and near-reservation prosecutors
should involve Native victim advocacy and civil society voices in their process. Law enforcement
is an important source of decision-making on arrest and prosecution discretion, and all law
enforcement agencies must effectively address victim and civil society perspectives.

One of the most important resources for the effective prosecution of rape is evidence gathered by
early assistance centers, and the United Nations Committee on the Elimination of Racial
Discrimination identified that problem. Evidence tools must be put in the hands of early assistance
centers, and paid for by government, and law enforcement must work with such centers for effective,
community-centered prosecution.

4. Enforce International and Domestic Civil and Human Rights.

The United Nations Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination has asked the United
States to revisit national human rights law by effectively addressing disparate impact discrimination
and creating a national civil rights body. The United States should follow those recommendations.
It should restate the authority of the Civil Rights Division of the U.S. Department of Justice to
address violations of the civil rights of Indians. It should support the efforts of bodies such as the
Navajo Nation Human Rights Commission to look into on- and near-reservation, "border town,"
civil rights violations and propose measures to deal with them.

5. Enter into Dialogue with Indian Country Civil Society.

The Senate Committee on Indian Affairs picks and chooses who may present to it, based on what
the Committee wants to hear, there is little notice for inclusion, and Indian Country civil society
cannot participate in hearings. The Committee must take affirmative steps to assure transparency,
inclusion and greater public participation. The Committee should conduct more field hearings on
issues suggested to it by Indian Country civil society, and it must actively include civil society, along
with Indian nation government, in the development of Indian affairs policy.

Respectfully submitted,

THE NATIONAL INDIAN YOUTH COUNCIL, INC.

By

Cecelia Belone, Chair of the Board of Directors
Norman Ration, Executive Director
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